Abstract-Reliability, security and stability of cloud services without sacrificing too much resources have become a desired feature in the area of workload management in clouds. The paper proposes and evaluates a lightweight framework for scheduling a workload which part could be unreliable. This unreliability could be caused by various types of failures or attacks. Our framework for robust workload scheduling efficiently combines classic faulttolerant and security tools, such as packet/job scanning, with workload scheduling, and it does not use any heavy resourceconsuming tools, e.g., cryptography or non-linear optimization. More specifically, the framework uses a novel objective function to allocate jobs to servers and constantly decides which job to scan based on a formula associated with the objective function. We show how to set up the objective function and the corresponding scanning procedure to make the system provably stable, provided it satisfies a specific stability condition. As a result, we show that our framework assures cloud stability even if naive scanning-all and scanning-none strategies are not stable. We extend the framework to decentralized scheduling and evaluate it under several popular routing procedures.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing [1] enables ubiquitous, convenient, ondemand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources. Despite its growth major concerns such as its reliability, security and stability remain [2] .
Infrastructure as Service (IaS) model of cloud computing provides users with computing infrastructure in the form of Virtual Machines (VM). Following [3] , we assume that the users request resources such as memory, CPU and storage, for a certain amount of time in the form of VMs; this corresponds to a job to be done. Upon receiving the requests (typically in a form of packets), the system has to allocate the required resources by scheduling the VMs on the server. We extend the model in [3] by considering scenarios where part of the workload is genuine and the other unreliable. Genuine traffic comes from real users; completing these requests counts towards system's work done. Completing unreliable jobs do not count as proper work done.
We adopt a classic reliability and security tool of packet scanning to detect these malicious packets [4] . While scanning is able to distinguish genuine from unreliable requests, it consumes and wastes resources that would normally be used for serving genuine workload. On the other hand, as we do not know whether the packets are faulty/fake until we scan them, we may also waste time and resources in scanning genuine packets. Therefore, the scheduling algorithm needs to strike a balance between the resources wasted by scanning and by performing unreliable requests without scanning them.
The system is stable if the queues do not tend to increase without bound. We aim to characterize the maximum arrival rates of genuine and unreliable requests under which there is an algorithm to maintain the stability of the system and to develop such algorithm if it exists.
A. Related Work
Apart from maintaining stability, there are many other design issues related to workload management in cloud computing. Cloud utilization has been considered in [5] . Optimizing other costs of running the services has been considered [6] , [7] . The algorithms we propose here are inspired by the MaxWeight algorithm analyzed in [8] in the context of scheduling genuine workload only, and could be seen as its efficient generalizations to unreliable environments. The MaxWeight algorithm has been since investigated extensively [9] , [10] . Detecting and distinguishing unreliable or malicious from genuine requests and a number of approaches have been proposed [4] .
B. Our Contributions
We propose a lightweight robust framework to manage workload in clouds under unreliable workload scenarios. Extending the model in [3] , [8] , we propose to detect unreliable part of the traffic by scanning only some specifically selected jobs without sacrificing too much resources.
• We propose a theoretical model to capture the essence of this conditional scanning and show that under a certain system capacity region and stochastic arrival pattern of genuine and unreliable jobs there exists an algorithm, called RobustMaxWork, that manages the workload while maintaining queue stability (i.e., the queue is bounded and does not grow to infinity size).
• We show how to efficiently compute the optimal scanning strategy (vector). We propose several distributed versions of RobustMaxWork and discuss various extensions of theoretical results.
• We evaluate the algorithms and the proposed model using extensive simulations.
II. MODEL
We consider a cloud system modeled by a network of physical machines that have limited available resources (for instance, CPU, memory, storage, . . . ) and is supposed to be able to process an ongoing stream of jobs.
Servers. We consider a set of networked servers. physical machines), each having its own resources that it can distribute among jobs, that is, for each resource it has a fixed capacity.
Jobs. A job is specified by its type and length. Since there are limited number of virtual machine types, we only consider limited number, denoted by , of job types. There are different lengths of jobs possible: 1 , . . . ,
We consider online random arrival model, where new jobs arrive independently of each other and are identically distributed across all time slots, and the variance of arrival length is finite. Let , denote expected sum of lengths of genuine (i.e., user-generated) typejobs of length that arrive per time slot, for any positive integers ≤ and ≤ .
Processing jobs and feasible configurations. Each server can process a set of jobs simultaneously provided sum of all jobs does not exceed its capacity Processing jobs is done in synchronous time steps, also called rounds. The whole system capacity is a linear sum of capacities of all the servers. Given job types and server capacities, one can compute the set of all feasible configurations, where feasible configuration denotes a vector = ( 1 , . . . , ) such that the system can process simultaneously type-jobs. Unreliable jobs and reliability tools. Let , denote the expected sum of lengths of unreliable jobs of type-of length that arrive per time slot. Unreliable jobs are also arrive independently of each other and are identically distributed across all time slots, and the variance is finite. We assume that we have a scanning tool that, given a job, can detect whether it is a genuine user request (a good job) or a unreliable request (an unreliable job). Each scanning takes 1 time slot per job and requires same resources as the original job (scanning is done on the same virtual machine).
Central scheduler. We consider a central scheduler with a queue of all injected, but not yet finished, jobs. The scheduler decides which servers process which jobs for the next time slot. After this time slot, all unfinished jobs return to the scheduler with saved progress and can be processed further at a later time and by a different server. This property of a system is called preemptiveness. The centralized algorithm, called RobustMaxWork, will be introduced in Section III.
Distributed scheduler. Here all servers maintain separate queues for jobs of type , therefore when a job arrives we decide which server to route the job. Each server runs locally a protocol RobustMaxWork with respect to its local queues.
Notation.
• denotes the number of servers in the cloud;
• denotes the number of different job lengths;
• denotes the number of different job types;
. . , ( )) denotes the vector of sets of type-jobs, for ≤ , which arrive to the system in the beginning of time slot ;
• ℓ is a (random) length of arriving type-jobs. In addition, regarding RobustMaxWork algorithm:
• , is a probability of scanning type-job of length ; the algorithm may implement a specific scanning strategy, i.e., use a specific vector ;
• ( ) denotes the vector of queue lengths (i.e., sum of lengths of jobs in the queue) for each type of jobs in the beginning of time slot ;
• ( ) denotes the total length of users' and unreliable type-jobs, for ≤ , in the beginning of time slot ;
• ( ) is the total length of queued type-jobs that will not be scanned, taken in the beginning of time slot (i.e., the algorithm scanned them already or decided not to scan them at all);
• ( ) is the total length of queued type-jobs that will be scanned, taken in the beginning of time slot (i.e., the algorithm has already decided to scan them, but has not scanned them yet);
is the expected time required to process type-jobs stored in queue in the beginning of time slot
• is the expected time required to process type-jobs that arrive in one time slot (see formula in Section ??). Whenever time slot is clearly fixed or understood from the context, we may omit an argument from the formulas.
Scanning strategies. We compare the following strategies:
• Scan-None -always executes a job without scanning, i.e., , = 0 for all , ; • Scan-All -scans all jobs except those with processing time shorter or equal to the scanning time (recall that scanning takes 1 time slot), i.e., , = 0 for ≤ 1 and , = 1 otherwise; • Scan-Opt -If there exists a vector of scanning frequencies (0) such that given job arrival rates and are inside the capacity region (i.e., (1 + ) ( (0) , , ) ∈ ( )), then there exists a vector of scanning frequencies (1) ∈ {0, 1} × such that these job arrivals are inside the capacity region ((1 + ) (
(1) , , ) ∈ ( )).
Stability. We say that, given arrival rates and , the algorithm is stable if the expected queue size at any fixed time is bounded, i.e., lim sup
III. MAIN ALGORITHM -CENTRALIZED VERSION
Algorithm RobustMaxWork (Algorithm 1) is parametrized by:
× , vector of rates of genuine user's requests = ( , ) ≤ , ≤ , and vector of rates of unreliable requests = ( , ) ≤ , ≤ . Upon arrival of type-job of length , RobustMaxWork decides to scan it with probability , (c.f., the first for all loop in Algorithm 1).
The key idea of RobustMaxWork is to measure the expected time required to process all jobs of each type and prioritize the type which accumulated the most. The expected time (also called expected work) required to process all jobs of type accumulated in queue at time is denoted by ( ).
It takes time to process jobs that will not be scanned. Jobs contributing to will need to be scanned, requiring ⋅ (1/ℓ ) expected time. In expectance /( + ) fraction of
Algorithm 1 RobustMaxWork( , , )
← ⃗ 0 // jobs that will not be scanned ← ⃗ 0 // jobs that will be scanned scanned jobs are genuine, so after scanning, they still must be processed, taking in total ⋅ /( + ) time. /( + ) fraction of scanned jobs are fake and after scanning they take no more processing time. Therefore:
The algorithm then computes (c.f., the second for all loop in Algorithm 1) and finds configuration from the set of feasible server configurations that maximizes the sum ∑ =0 ( ) , i.e., the objective in each time slot is:
This configuration is denoted by ′ . The intuition is that the more jobs of a given type accumulate, the more weight should be put to scheduling this job type to prevent further accumulation.
here is the weight given to jobs of type . Finally, in the last for all loop, the algorithm processes ′ jobs of type , for each 1 ≤ ≤ ; i.e., from each job processed it executes a unit of it and the total size of decreases by ′ at the end of time slot . It is done by calling procedure Process job( ), c.f..
a) Procedure Process job( ):
If ′ is larger than the number of different type-jobs in the queues, RobustMaxWork processes as many type-jobs as possible instead, each time processing a unit of each such job. If ′ is smaller than the number of different type-jobs in the queues, RobustMaxWork has to decide which type-jobs to process. It repeats ′ times: • with probability /( + ) it processes a job that will not be scanned (i.e., a job that contributes to ), • with probability /( + ) it scans a job pending for scanning (i.e., a job that contributes to ). If there are not enough jobs contributing to , it processes all jobs contributing to and as many jobs contributing to as possible, so that altogether it processes type-jobs (vice versa for ).
IV. DECENTRALIZED IMPLEMENTATIONS
Below we describe four specification of the decentralized RobustMaxWork based on different routing policies.
Algorithm A: RobustMaxWork JSQ. Joint Shortest Queue (JSQ) paradigm is used to route a newly arrived job to the server with the queue with the smallest number of jobs of type-, where denotes the type of the arrived job.
Algorithm B: RobustMaxWork JSW. Joint Shortest Work (JSW) is used for routing a newly arrived job to the server with the minimum workload of type-, where the workload is the sum of lengths of jobs in the local queue of type-.
Algorithm C: RobustMaxWork P2Q. Power of two Choices combined with selection of the Shortest Queue (P2Q) is used for routing a newly arrived job of a type-: two servers are sampled uniformly at random, and the job is routed to the server with the shorter type-queue.
Algorithm D: RobustMaxWork P2W. Power of two Choices combined with selection of the Shortest Workload (P2W) is used for routing a newly arrived job of a type-: two servers are sampled uniformly at random, and the job is routed to the server with the smaller workload of type-(i.e., where the total length of type-jobs in the local queue is shorter).
V. SIMULATIONS

A. Experiment Setting
Experiments are based on Maguluri et al. [3] . Servers and VMs. We consider a server with 30 GB memory, 30 EC2 computing units and 4000 GB storage space. There are 100 identical servers in the cloud. Arriving jobs are served in the cloud based on three types of Virtual Machines described in Table I . This gives three maximal configurations available at each server: (2, 0, 0), (1, 0, 1) and (0, 1, 1) .
Job arrivals. We use the generic arrival vector * = 0.99 ⋅ (1, 1/3, 2/3) for genuine users' workload, which is located close to the border of the server capacity area In each time step a job of type = 1, 2, 3 is selected with probability * 130.5 , and its length is chosen according to the length distribution described below with mean length 130.5.
Using the same procedure, we define an unreliable workload using a generic arrival vector * = (0.7, 0.01, 0.01). Each of the arrival rates * and * is within the capacity range of a server, whereas the combined workflow rate * + * is not. Job size distribution. When a new job is generated, with probability of 0.7 it is an integer uniformly distributed in the interval [1, 50] , with probability of 0.15 it is an integer uniformly distributed in [251, 300], and with probability of 0.15 it is an integer uniformly distributed in [451, 500]. Note that there are 150 possible job lengths, and the mean length is 130.5, as assumed in the definition of arrival rates.
Set up of simulations. Since there are 100 homogenous servers, the overall arrival rates are: = 100⋅ * = (99, 33, 66) for genuine workload, and = 100 ⋅ * = (70, 1, 1) for unreliable workload. The job size distribution is as specified above, same for each job type. We computed the following optimal scanning vector * for this setting, more precisely, the vector minimizing the expected arriving weight:
• * ,3 = 0 for ≤ 50; * , = 1 otherwise. In the first part, we output the results of the above measurements for the following four centralized protocols: LambdaFlow: RobustMaxWork applied for genuine flow only, and no scanning is applied (i.e., ⃗ = 0); ScanOPT: RobustMaxWork applied for simultaneous genuine and malicious flows, with scanning defined by vector * ; ScanALL: RobustMaxWork applied for both genuine and malicious flows, scanning all jobs of size bigger than 1 (i.e., for every = 1, 2, 3, ⃗ 1, = 0 and ⃗ , = 1 for every > 1);
We expect the first two executions to be stable . Which would justify our research quest for searching of suitable scanning vector. We also display ratios between the second and the third executions -the stable and the potentially unstable one.
We also study how different routing protocols influence stability, when applied to the RobustMaxWork with the optimally selected scanning vector * i.e. ScanOPT JSQ, ScanOPT JSW, ScanOPT P2Q, and ScanOPT P2W.
B. Results
We provide simulational results regarding changes of latency over time for the different scanning strategies used: ScanALL, ScanOPT comparing them with the execution LambdaFlow. In Figure 1a , the average latency of the ScanALL strategy grows rapidly, while it stabilizes for the ScanOPT. In Figure 1b we analyzed the ratio of ScanALL to ScanOPT latencies, and both are increasing. It indicates that ScanALL is becoming worse and worse over time. Figure 1c compares average latency of the four decentralized algorithms using ScanOPT strategy. The best performing algorithm is the one based on JSW, followed by JSQ the two algorithms based on the power of choices, P2W and P2Q respectively.
VI. CONCLUSIONS, EXTENSIONS AND OPEN PROBLEMS
Further reading on decentralized scheduling, nonpreemptiveness, algorithms without knowledge of arrival rates, probability of successful scanning and detailed results are presented in the full paper available at http://arxiv.org/abs/1705.02671.
